


Locally:  
City College Brighton and Hove 
Sussex Downs (Lewes/Eastbourne) 
West Kent 
Maidstone (UCA) 
 
You can live at home if you choose to study      
locally, which will save you money. You also 
qualify for zero tuition fees if you are under 19. 

Nationally:  
Leeds 
UCA 
Bournemouth 
Plymouth 
 
There are many highly prestigious and  well-
regarded FE colleges and Universities offering 
Art Foundation courses 

This one year full-time course is designed to broaden your skills and understanding in a range of art 
disciplines. You will get the opportunity to use specialist materials and equipment under the        
guidance of experienced and professional tutors. You will also put together a portfolio to use for      
university and job interviews .  

Some Universities offer foundation courses that progress onto one or two year top up 
courses. If you opt for a course like this, then you are eligible for student loans.  



OPEN DAYS 
END OF YEAR ART SHOWS 
WEBSITE 
PROSPECTUS 
STUDENT/TEACHER ADVICE 

Try to conduct as much research as possible into your 
short listed colleges/universities. Find out as much as 
possible about the work they do and the reputation 
they have. What is their success rate at getting         
students into university or employment? What sort of 
equipment and resources do they have? 
VISIT THEIR END OF YEAR SHOWS TO FIND OUT 

Applying Directly:  
 

Application forms are usually         
available on the college’s website or 
in their prospectus. 
 
You will need to need to put together 
a personal statement to include in 
your application 

Applying via UCAS:  
 

Universities that offer foundation 
courses will require you to apply by 
completing a UCAS form. 
 
You will need to need to put together 
a personal statement to include in 
your UCAS form 

You will need to write a concise, but informative statement about yourself 
and your reasons for wanting to complete an art foundation. You need to 
write about your experience of art & design so far, and your interests within 
the subject. Be sure to talk about work you have done, and artists/
exhibitions that have inspired you. 
 
MAKE SURE YOU CONVEY INTELLIGENCE AND ENTHUSIASM! 
MAKE SURE YOU GET HELP AND GUIDANCE FROM YOUR ART 
TEACHERS  - AND DRAFT YOUR STATEMENT FIRST!  



A portfolio is a personal presentation of your best artwork that demonstrates your visual ability. It 
should showcase your technical skills as well as your own thoughts and ideas. It should not include 
everything, but enough to demonstrate evidence of your creative journey and how you generate 
ideas and work within a project from beginning to end.  
 
It is usual for the portfolio to take the form of an A1 or A2 black canvas folder, with clear plastic               
portfolio sleeves that clip inside. Portfolios differ wildly in price, so be sure to shop around, or order 
one through the College. 

Depending on where you are applying, you may be required to include differing pieces of evidence 
within your portfolio, so always check any information you have been sent from the College/University 
to which you are applying.  
 
Here are some general tips and advice for putting together a strong portfolio to take to interview: 
 

1)  DRAWING. You must evidence that you have a solid set of drawing skills, especially                  
observational drawing skills. You can include observational work in a range of media, but be 
sure to include some traditional pencil/graphite drawings that demonstrate a strong command 
of the formal elements (e.g. line, shape, tone, mark making). 

2)  A personal approach. Your portfolio needs to demonstrate how you have worked          
independently within a range of themes. This does not always have to take the form of finished 
or resolved work. You can photograph 3D or larger work and include these rather than               
carrying larger pieces to interview. Just make sure these are of a good quality 

3)  Technical skill. You will not be expected to be an expert at everything prior to Foundation, but 
you will need to evidence your technical ability, so try to include work that demonstrates a wide 
range of 2D and 3D materials and techniques. 

4)  Finished work. You need to showcase some of your successful work to demonstrate that you 
are able to see an idea through from beginning to end. 

5)  Life Drawing. Life drawing is another way of demonstrating your ability to record from direct 
observation. 

6)  Additional work. Interviewers are always interested to see examples of students’ work               
completed outside of school work. Include any additional ideas or pieces that you have           
completed in your own time. Clearly label these as such. 

 
It is usual for a portfolio to contain between 20-25 pages of work, but again, you must check 
with the College/University to which you are applying. 

Remember that in some interviews you may get the chance to talk through your work, whilst in 
others your portfolio will be looked at without you there. This means that the work has to ‘speak 
for itself’, meaning it needs to be labelled and organised: 
 

1)  Order your work in chronological order. Start with the beginnings of a project (which 
should always be lots of strong observational recording) and show how you developed that 
idea. The interviewers will want to see a creative journey within your portfolio 

2)  Label your portfolio pages with simple headings explaining the project and the part of the 
project that the work belongs to (e.g. Transitions – Experimentation with 2D materials and 
techniques) 

You can include your sketchbooks as additional evidence. These should be clearly labelled on the 
front with your name and the project to which they relate.   



1)  Remember that Foundation course leaders are looking for candidates with potential and 
enthusiasm, so make sure that this comes across in your work 

2)  Your work should speak for itself, but if you are asked to talk about your work, make sure 
you can do this with confidence and ease. Getting the order of the portfolio right will make 
this so much easier. Be ready to answer questions about your work too. When you talk 
about your work, be tactile with it… touch it and point to it to help explain your work and 
ideas. 

Involve your Art, Graphics &           
Photography teachers every 
step of the way. They can help 
you make your decision 

Conduct thorough research into different Art Foundation courses    
before applying 
 
VISIT as many colleges/universities as you can… Especially      
during the ‘end of year show’ season (June to July time) 
 
Start preparing your portfolio as early as possible, to avoid stress 
later on. 


